School Holds A Fire Drill On Last Day

The Baruch School’s first fire drill of the term was held at 11:45 on the day preceding winter vacation, fifteen minutes before Student Council’s holiday convocation was scheduled to begin. Students poured out of the building in a festive mood, many without their coats, and congregated in the middle of Lexington Avenue on the south side of Twenty-third Street, blocking north-south traffic.

Within minutes a student was seen carrying a Christmas tree and leading in the singing of “Jingle Bells,” and two police cars were on the scene attempting to get students out of the street.

One student, Sandy Brown '68, was almost arrested on the charge of inciting a riot when he held up a sign reading “Police Brutalization.” He was taken before Associate Dean of Students David New.

Convocation: House Plan Association, Inter-fraternity Council and Student Council lead the singing of Christmas carols in the auditorium.

Capacity Crowd Sees SC Holiday Assembly

The holiday convocation, planned and carried out exclusively by students, drew a capacity crowd in the auditorium the day before the winter recess. The program included skits by members of the Student Council, the Inter-fraternity Council, and House Plan Association.

Eleven Chosen to Appear in the Who’s Who Listing

Eleven Day Session undergraduates have been elected to Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges, Dr. Irving Greger (Dept. of Stud. Life) announced.

Who’s Who is an annual publication listing and describing the academic careers of students throughout the nation who are active in the co-curricular program of their respective schools.

Elected this year were Stuart Breidbart, editor-in-chief of the Baruch Bulletin; Charles Dreifus, former chancellor of Sigma Alpha; Steven Feldman, president of House Plan Association; Richard Glazis, president of the senior class; Paulette Grossman, chairman of the Student Council Activities Committee (S.C.A.); Mel Katz, president of Student Council; William Macaulay, executive editor and business manager of THE TICKER; Thomas Murray, chancellor of Sigma Alpha; James Peirce, a co-ordinator of the freshman class; Ira Weiss, president of the Inter-fraternity Council, and Irving Yoskowitz, former editor-in-chief of the Baruch Bulletin.

All of the students are seniors. Miss Grossman, Mr. Macaulay, and Mr. Yoskowitz are graduating in

Uptown Students Consider Handbook To Give Faculty Evaluation Results

Student leaders of City Uptown are considering publishing a handbook evaluating faculty members’ strong and weak points.

The information for this project will be gained from a School-wide program that began this semester. Larry Yermack, a coordinator of the student survey, said, “This handbook is at least a year from publication. Right now, we are not going to force this project on the faculty. The whole purpose of this type of evaluation is self-help."

If the book is published, it will be factual in its material and will not classify a teacher as either “good or bad.”

In the evaluation, that began recently, the student government circulated 4,000 questionnaires to enable nearly every student to evaluate each instructor.

The evaluation has been endorsed to the format of the questionnaire.

The format consists of multiple choice responses on faculty performance in such areas as subject matter, ability to explain involved problems, and encouragement to think independently.

Dr. Bragdon Polka (Hgt.) said that he would distribute his own poll because the student government survey “lacks intellectual integrity.”

Professor Polka says, "There’s no distinction among the types of courses. If you give a poll for all courses, one wonders if it can cover necessary concepts adequately.”

Although several instructors have questioned the competence of the student body to judge the faculty, student leaders feel that the evaluation is valuable for it may be the beginning of change.

Dr. Zasloff is Critical Of Revision in Course

Professor Ira Zasloff (Sub-chairman, Phys. and Health Ed.) criticized the dropping of Health Education 71 as a required course.

The switching of Health Education to an elective course was recommended by the Faculty Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum several weeks ago, and subsequently approved by the Faculty Council and the City College Committee of the Board of Higher Education.

Other changes recommended by the curriculum committee, and endorsed by the Council and B.H.E. unit, were dropping Mathematics 151 and substituting a course in calculus and modern mathematics (Math. 67), and offering a new course on ethics and logic (Philosophy 2) and making Philosophy an elective instead of an option.

Sociology 5 and Political Science will remain as optionally prescribed courses.

Professor Zasloff maintained that the “weak spots in entering freshmen is their lack of knowledge of health education.”

"Each student takes a preliminary examination or a 'Health Education Test'" he noted, "The results of these tests prove that entering freshmen are either misinformed or ignorant of important health knowledge."

Citing the fall, 1963 examinations in which 1,113 students took part,
Letters to the Editor

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

In referring to the letter of Miss Valerie F. Mooney on the selection of the School's "Best Dressed Man," I saw your Committee on Selection of the School's "Best Dressed Man" again. It is obvious that the committee has not had the time to study the problem thoroughly and that the selection has been made on the basis of personal bias and prejudice. It is not fair to the students to be selected that they should be chosen on an arbitrary basis.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

I have been following the events surrounding the selection of the School's "Best Dressed Man" with great interest. I am concerned about the way in which the selection process has been conducted. The committee has not been fair and impartial, and the selection has been made on the basis of personal bias and prejudice. It is not fair to the students to be selected that they should be chosen on an arbitrary basis.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

I am writing to express my concern about the selection of the School's "Best Dressed Man." The committee has not been fair and impartial, and the selection has been made on the basis of personal bias and prejudice. It is not fair to the students to be selected that they should be chosen on an arbitrary basis.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Is Ralph Ginzburg, Facing Five Years in Prison, A Successful Baruch School Alumnus?

Journalist Discusses Topics from Faculty Evaluation to The Washington Post

Hoping for the Ordinary, Interviewer Finds The Unusual in Discussion with Ginzburg
Assembly... Curriculum... 

Grant Offered to Students For Studying in England

A $1,200 aid for Foreign work experience in the field of men's fashion will be offered for the summer of 1966 to a selected student of Mr. Smith's Sportswear Department. The funds will be used to finance work at a factory in England and will cover rent, board, and other expenses. Application forms will be available from the Office of Student Affairs. The deadline for submission is January 15, 1966.

Fire Drill...

A fire drill was held on February 5th, 1966. The drill was conducted by the School's Committee on Discipline and was aimed at testing the effectiveness of the school's fire prevention and emergency plans. The drill began at 11:00 a.m. and lasted for approximately one hour.

Finals

Tickets are on sale for the annual senior reception in the student center lobby between the hours of 12:00-2:00 on all days. Seniors only.

From 12:15-3:00

George Washington Hotel

More information in senior newsletter.

Two Vie For Post on IFC

Two candidates are vying for the post of Inter-fraternity Council president for the Spring term. Eddie Regan of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity is running on a platform of increased member recruitment, while John Williams of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity is running on a platform of increased community service.
Lavender Cagers Capture Five Straight Victories

CCNY Takes Tournament

By WARREN BALM

The Beaver basketballers captured the wooden shoe, symbolic of the City University championship, Tuesday, December 28, by downing the Knights of Queens College, 63-44. The tournament was staged in the huge Fitzgerald Gymnasium on the Queens campus.

The Lavender qualified for the final game Monday evening by defeating the Hunter Hawks, 67-64. The Knights defeated Brooklyn College, 60-58, to reach the championship game.

City had little trouble with either team it faced. The Beavers completely outplayed the Hawks.

Previously a little more resistance, the Knights were up for the final game and kept coming back after falling far behind. City led by as much as fifteen points, 41-26, only to see the

Beaver 'Five' Sharpens Up For Hofstra

It is not often that the City College basketball team faces a squad which is smaller than itself. However, this rare phenomenon will take place Saturday when the Beavers clash with the Flying Dutchmen of Hofstra at Wingate Hall.

The non-conference contest will begin at eight. The usual freshmen game will not precede it.

The Dutchmen from Hempstead have a mediocre 4-1 record this season. Their main weakness has been lack of rebounding strength. For Bob Smith, the 6-foot anchoring center last year, decided to leave school this fall. As a result, Mike Pollack, a 6-6 forward, has had to start in his part for the ser-

CCNY Defeats Brooklyn, 90-69

The Beaver defense was excellent. Led by Barry Eisemann and Bob Kissman, City allowed only 49 points for both games. The defense was particularly impressive in the semifinal, limiting a Hunter team that had defeated Queens earlier in the season to 39 points.

Queens was paced by Larry Zlotolot, who scored twenty and sixteen points in the two games. Roman Caulla, in the Knights' backcourt, tallied eleven in the final, and defended splendidly against Al Zuckerman.

Coach Dave Polansky used only six players in the championship, with Sam Golinsky spelling Bob Kissman for about five minutes in the first half. All the City College scoring was done by the five starters.

In the consolation game, Brooklyn overcame a late Hunter surge, defeating the Hawks, 68-66.

Zuck, Pearl Lead CCNY

The Beaver defense was excellent. Led by Barry Eisemann and Bob Kissman, City allowed only 49 points for both games. The defense was particularly impressive in the semifinal, limiting a Hunter team that had defeated Queens earlier in the season to 39 points.

Queens was paced by Larry Zlotolot, who scored twenty and sixteen points in the two games. Roman Caulla, in the Knights' backcourt, tallied eleven in the final, and defended splendidly against Al Zuckerman.

Coach Dave Polansky used only six players in the championship, with Sam Golinsky spelling Bob Kissman for about five minutes in the first half. All the City College scoring was done by the five starters.

In the consolation game, Brooklyn overcame a late Hunter surge, defeating the Hawks, 68-66.

City Tops Oswego, 83-51

The Beavers outclassed the Oswego State Lakers, 82-54, in a game played Tuesday, December 21, in the Wingate Gym.

At Zuckerman had a personal high of thirty-two points. Mike Pearl, Zuck's backcourt mate-to-

Mermen Top "Engineers" For 4-1 Slate

The City College swimming team, led by sophomore Larry Levy, drowned the Brooklyn Poly "menmenn," Wednesday, December 22, at the Beavers' pool.

The victory brought the Laven-

DAN KENNEDY NOW TOP GUN FOR CITY

Before he can make himself comfortable, Sergeant Dan Kennedy will find himself on the move.

Recently appointed as City College rifle coach, Mr. Kennedy is not able to make any permanent plans for he expects to be replaced within a year.

This short tenure is not due to any action on his part, for the sergeant has not coached the team for one single match. Rather, the appointment is of a temporary nature.

"I know all the boys on the team well and I am very fond of them. However, the army has station-

BRUCE GTTFAN: The City riflemen with the highest average. The entire squad is depending upon Bruce to come through at West Point.

At present, the Nimrods have a 5-1 record with their lone loss coming against Army. Navy. They are set to meet the Cadets of Army, the second ranked team in the country, next.

BBBE KENNEDY, a native of New York City, has been travelling all his life. He attended the Uni-

Thirty-Three Years of Responsible Freedom